Gathering 4 Gardner Presents

Celebration of Mind

3G - the Gardner Global Gala

Sunday, October 24th at 4 pm ET over Zoom

https://www.gathering4gardner.org/g4gs-celebration-of-mind-2021-10

— a magical virtual variety show produced and hosted by Mark Mitton, inspired by G4G gala banquet shows in Atlanta.

What makes the Gathering such a delight is what happens when we share time together and mix our ideas and creations. In that spirit, we invite you to join us for a virtual extravaganza of gags, magic and stunts from around the world.

From Norman, Oklahoma, Jim Gardner will present a fun Gardner gag. Magic lovers are in for a treat with Rafael Benatar from Caracas, Thomas Fraps from Munich, Pit Hartling from Frankfurt, Lior Manor from Israel, Norman Gilbreath from Los Angeles (presented by Gordon Bean from Schenectady), and Mark Mitton from New York City. From Palo Alto, Tadashi Tokieda will present a curious recreational math novelty, and speedcubers Lucas Garron and Cary Huang will give an exhibition match of Speed Conway’s Game of Life, and show us some dazzling speedcubing tricks.

More surprises are in the works and will be revealed on October 24th at 4